=((m + 1)/(s--4/~2)m+1).f(8' --4/L2
)mo'tot(8 ') ds' for all energies and all m > 1, from the D-wave scattering lcngth ~ in the t-channel or alternatively from a rigorous bound for the D-wave amplitude a2(to) at one value of t o between 0 and 4~"-. It is shown that as s-~ ~, the bound to ~ is equivalent to the Froissart bound ~ot~S) K (4u(m + 1)/t0m) [log (S/So)] 2, where the scaling factor s o can be calculated from the given information and t0= 4/~ 2 when the scattering length is used. By letting m-~c~ the usual bound is obtained. Similar results are derived for the fixed-angle, fixed-t and forward =7: scattering amplitudes, and again the bounds are asymptotically equivalent to the corresponding Froissart bounds and contain no unkno'wn eonstalits.
-Introduction.
In a classic paper (~) FROISSART showed that two-body reaction amplitudes satisfying Mandelstam's representation have well-determined asymptotic properties. For instance the tot~fl cross-section (T~,t(s) must be less than A[log(s/sl)] 2 as s ~ c~, where s is the square of the centre-of-mass energy and A and sl are constants. MARTI~ and co-workers (2) have been able to derive such bounds ~i'om the much weaker assumptions of unitarity, crossing (') ()n leave of absence from the University of Kent at Canterbury. and analyticity in a domain derived from axiomatic field theory~ and also obtained a value for the constant A for certain scattering states.
It is not possible to really test such a bound against experiment since there is the uncertainty due to the unknown constant sz. )/[ore important, however, is the problem of knowing when the asymptotic region has been reached. Both of these difficulties have been removed recently by YNDURAIN (8) who has obtained using the same assumptions as rcf. (3), a bound for a weighted integral of the total cross-section over all energy ranges given by 
